REMOVE BARRIERS
TO INVESTIGATION
STREAMLINE CASE MANAGEMENT & CLOSURE

If you’re like most agency leaders, you know your agency’s management of data can be better.
According to a recent survey of ours, 86% of surveyed agencies acknowledged that managing their
data is an area they need to improve upon.1 By doing so, information would be more accessible to
detectives working cases and ultimately easier to share with judicial partners for prosecution, all
more securely with chain of custody intact.
NEW PROBLEMS WITH MORE DATA

SEAMLESS COLLABORATION IS KEY

More and new types of data are exploding in public safety, just
as they are in other facets of our lives. This exponential growth
in the number and types of structured data, such as reports, and
unstructured data, such as digital videos and photos, is intensifying
the challenge of managing and using it effectively.

When it comes to prosecution, your judicial partners need real-time
access to case data. This often means struggling to organize information
in a variety of formats or printing documents, burning physical disks, and
manually delivering files, all of which is time consuming, incurs costs
and risks misplacing materials that can complicate prosecution.Securely,
digitally accessing case information can deliver the same efficiencies as
we’ve seen with accessing more traditional media, like movies and news.
Digital accessibility should now be the expectation and it provides a level
of immediacy that isn’t otherwise possible.

For your investigators, gathering information and being able to
quickly understand it is becoming more of a challenge and more
time-consuming. Today, digital evidence from body-worn video,
in-car video, fixed surveillance, ALPR, 9-1-1 systems, sensors, and
new sources such as public tips are adding time and complexity to
ongoing investigations. This volume of information creates overloads
for records staff trying to gather it and puts your detectives risk of
missing key information or not getting information when and where
they need it which can put the entire case at risk.

ACTION BRIEF | CASE MANAGEMENT

ADMISSIBILITY MATTERS MOST
In a highly sensitive information environment, which requires seamless collaboration and communication among detectives, analysts, records
staff, officers, and judicial partners, tracking who has accessed what, and ensuring critical evidence can’t be leaked is of utmost importance. With
more people working a case, a detailed activity log has become necessary to accurately track chain-of-custody. Without the proper tools in place,
documenting access to information and movement of evidence can be time-consuming and another overwhelming demand on your limited resources.

ELIMINATE DATA CHALLENGES FOR FASTER AND MORE EFFECTIVE INVESTIGATIONS
Our public safety software suite can make your investigations move faster and your detectives more effective, so that criminals can be prosecuted
as quickly as possible. Improve your case management capabilities with either PremierOne Records, our highly scalable and configurable records
management system, ideal for large agencies, or Spillman Flex Records our powerful records management solution, ideal for smaller agencies
preferring ease and simplicity.
Both solutions include the digital evidence management capabilities of CommandCentral Vault, which aggregates, organizes, and manages access to
all digital content, helping you easily tie digital evidence to cases and make it immediately available for review and sharing. These systems provide a
powerful solution to overcome your data challenges.

Consolidate all case-related
information (reports, statements,
audio, video, images, tips and more)
into a single pane of glass, so your
detectives can quickly review it and
work their case.

With this comprehensive incident
record, easily share details with
judicial partners, digitally. Even
manage case updates and alerts to
prosecutors so they’re always up-todate with the information they need.

Benefit from the peace of mind
from detailed security permission
structures that control access to
sensitive information and maintain
airtight audit logs of case work —
protecting case integrity.

We know effectively managing case data can be a challenge. Now, you can feel confident there’s a solution that’s right for your agency. Our records and
evidence management solutions empower new levels of productivity for detectives, and the rest of your team, so they can close more cases, faster.
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To learn more about our end-to-end public safety software
suite, visit: www.motorolasolutions.com/software
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